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Today I have been on a real life training course with other head
teachers from the Isle of Wight. It felt a little odd 2 see colleagues
again after such a long time however the course looked at the
future and how we can continue to lead and make change happen
further for our children and the school. I took a moment to reflect
on this and felt that as a school we have never stopped looking at
the future and making change happen for all the children and our
families. I continue to want to be a stand out school where
everyday is not ordinary but exceptional. To achieve this vision it is
vitally important that together we support our children to establish
the strongest of skills and values that will grow them into the very
best adults they can be.
It was lovely to see home learning being celebrated across the
school through the weekly challenges that are being sent home. I
would encourage all children to complete these challenges to help
strengthen their skills and learning but also to develop scholarship 2
there learning. I know the teams across the school would really
appreciate the efforts of the children on these challenges and we
are hoping that they can be completed as a family or individually.
Spending a moment talking about learning the successes and the
moments that are more challenging are essential in valuing glenning
and school life. Miss Hopkinson found a lovely newsletter from
another school that was sent to families with a focus on what the
children had been learning so that the families could support and
talk with their children about it. We are going to create our own
version and hope that it will be useful for our families and children
at home.
The children have wowed me with their confidence when meeting
and greeting our visitors and within school. It has been such a
pleasure to show new families our stand out school and share the
children’s enthusiasm for their learning. Over the coming days I am
observing learning throughout the school and this is something I
have not been able to do fully for a long time and I am so looking
forward two experiencing what the children experience over the
coming days. I was sent an email the other day that illustrated that
this is the third year that the children have not had a normal year in
school And for some of our children they have not experienced
learning without the impact of COVID. To see it written in black and
white was quite startling and it reminded me how important it is 2
ensure the days in school positive and fun. I am determined to do
the best I can to support the team to do just this.
I am really pleased with the response for dance live and we
already have over 100 requests. It is wonderful that so many of our
children wish to participate in this event. Mary Will be in school next
week to meet the children and begin creating our performance this
year. Once Mary has met all the children an allocated parts we will
send out a schedule for rehearsals. We will continue practising and
rehearsing in our bubbles. I will be looking for support and help
from our families and if you would be willing to give a little time to
dance life then please do get in touch with Laura in the office who
is coordinating the planning this year.

I am so sorry that at the trustee meeting on Wednesday I forgot
to take a long the results of our survey regarding October half
term next year. I will send the information round to all the
trustees and ask for their thoughts and opinions. I will let you
know the outcome before half term.
It is only two weeks two hour half term break and I can see that
the children and the team a tired so the two weeks will be a
welcomed rest for us all but we have much to do before then.
Next week in school we have our Pupil Progress Meetings and if
you have not received a time and a link then please do get in touch
with your child class teacher and they will arrange a time that is
convenient for you all. I can only imagine that the teachers will say
how wonderful the children have been settling into their new
classes. We know from the assessments and learning in the
classroom that the summer holidays has impacted more then we
would normally see. This was something that we were not
expecting and I can only assume that because of the disruption the
children have experienced the learning is not as secure as we had
hoped however we have already met identified children that we
are going to put in some extra support re evaluated our plans to
ensure that the basic skills are repeated regularly. Any support at
home will help reading, learning number facts, talking about the
learning and experiencing a range of activities from cooking to
outdoor spatial awareness activities will help. If you need support
in helping your child at home, then please do get in touch with
your child class teacher -we are here to help.
I also wanted to give you just a quick update on the cyber attack
as I’ve had further communication from the local authority just to
say that they will be writing two families again with updated
information which I believe is around understanding the level of
the attack and what to do to protect us all going forward. As soon
as that letter is with me I will send it out to you. In school we
continue to take small steps forward and have now secured a new
provider to support our IT moving forward. We hope that the
move to the new provider will take place during the half term
break.
Congratulations to our boy’s football team who had a successful
game against Gurnard this week. Great job boys. We have more
many more sporting activities planned and Miss Westbrook
continues to organise this from afar. It is lovely that the children
can participate in more events and activities everyday.
Finally may I thank you for your support and understanding in
these tricky times with Covid and the impact it continues to have
everyday. Please do keep testing and if you are unsure or need any
help then let us know.

Caroline Sice, Headteacher
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What’s going on?
Many petrol stations have been forced to temporarily
close due to a shortage of delivery drivers. The
government has said people should continue to buy fuel
as normal, though many petrol stations have seen lengthy
queues with people trying to fill up their vehicles whilst
they can. Government ministers have met to try to find a
solution and have agreed to allow 5,000 temporary visas
for foreign fuel tanker and food lorry drivers, which means
they will be able to work in the UK for three months, until
Christmas Eve.

Question:
How do lorry drivers keep our country moving?

Last Week’s Answer: A4 +
D1

Please can we ask
for donations of any
unwanted wallpaper
rolls for Reception.
Thank you.
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NEW!
Fun Spanish Club
starting in November!

Games,
storytelling,
songs,
crafts....

After school care
which is fun and
educational!

Fun activities
For children from
reception to year
6

Contact Ekine Fernandez Coster
M: 07883097896
Lcfclubs.iow@gmail.com

Www.facebook.com/LanguageClubsIow

